
 Replacement O-Rings 15MM 

 

To open, slide hammer against pole to hit cap off. May take 1-7 times.  

 

Ensure you have all 4 Pages 

 

 Warning: Alligator Hunting and alligator hunting equipment 

can be dangerous. Use at your own discretion. 

 

Safe Handling 

1. Always Keep the barrel pointed in a safe direction 

2. Treat EVERY bang stick as if it was loaded. 

3. Always wear approved shooting safety glasses and hearing protection. 

4. Always be sure of your target and beyond. 

5. Avoid all horseplay with a bang stick and never hit or point at something you don't want to hit. 

6. NEVER climb a fence, tree, jump a ditch, or use it as a cane too walk down a steep embankments 

with it loaded. 

7. Do NOT use alcohol and/or other drugs at anytime while handling a loaded firearm. 

8. Never load a bang stick until you are ready to use it. 

 

O-ring style bang stick  

 

 

Warnings 

Alligator Hunting Equipment LLC is not responsible for damage to objects caused by misuse of the bang stick gun or 

for injuries to persons or animals, or in case of death, caused voluntarily or involuntarily by the bang stick user. 

 Alligator Hunting Equipment LLC is not responsible for injuries caused by poor maintenance, misuse of the bang 

stick, unauthorized or improper modifications. 

 Alligator Hunting Equipment LLC declines responsibility for the indirect consequences of any injuries and / or 

death of persons or animals, damage to objects caused by use of the bang stick or by primer explosion, by bullet’s 

ricochet, or unsafe loading practices and / or procedure. 

 



 

 

 Warning: Alligator Hunting and alligator hunting equipment 

can be dangerous. Use at your own discretion. 

 

Instructions  

 

1. Read the instructions carefully before use. Reading the manual and careful examination of the 

bang stick are fundamental to avoid any kind of problem. 

 

2. (Verify it's not loaded)  Check your o-ring, verify that it's a nice smooth fit, if it's really tight add a 

little vasoline to o-rings. With the barrel facing down give it a couple of jerks. Verify the barrel 

does not fall out, if it does replace your o-rings. O-RINGS GO BAD! 

 

 

3. (Verify it's not loaded)  Check for any cracks in and around the barrel and the barrel holder. If 

you notice any cracks or problems notify me for a free replacement. 

 

 

4. (Verify it's not loaded) After checking the o-rings and barrel. Check the firing pin. Make sure it is 

free of debris if not clean it. Soap and water will work. 

 

 

5. After all your pre checks are done. It's time for the safety. The safety is tethered to the barrel. 

The safety is the pin. (Hitch Pin Safety) Insert the safety into the barrel holder. 



 

 

6. After you verify the safety is inserted it is now time to load the bang stick. Never load the bang 

stick until you are ready to use it. That meaning the gator is tired. With the barrel facing in a safe 

direction ( avoid all animals, humans, boats, feet, hands, and anything you do not want to 

shoot.) As precaution you want to load the bang stick sideways face away from anything that 

could do harm. Put the ammo in the barrel. With your fingers hold the barrel. Always verify you 

hand is not in front of the barrel. While it is still sideways (horizontal) and the safety is still on 

insert the barrel in the holder. 

 

 

7. With the bang stick vertical (barrel facing downward, grip towards the sky. Verify the barrel is 

not facing your feet, boat, or anything you don't intend to shoot.  Remove the safety while still 

holding the bang stick and verify the barrel is still facing down still facing down. 



 

 

8. The bang stick is now ready to dispatch the gator. Make sure the gator heads is at least 8-15 

inches underwater. With a pool like hit (playing pool) hit the gator behind the moon shape in its 

head. If the bang stick did not go off. Face it in a safe direction for at least 1 minute to ensure its 

not a late fire. Remove the barrel while the bang stick is horizontal and facing away from any 

hands, feet, humans, animals. Discard the ammo. Reload following all steps.  

 

 

 


